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Do not scale from drawing, all measurementsDo not scale from drawing, all measurements

to be checked on site.to be checked on site.

Unless otherwise stated:Unless otherwise stated:

Base cabinet depth 600mm + 70mmBase cabinet depth 600mm + 70mm

service void + 30mm worktop overhangservice void + 30mm worktop overhang

Wall cabinet depth 300mm + 20mm battenWall cabinet depth 300mm + 20mm batten

Important  Note:Important  Note:
Please check plan carefully against the quotation and bring upPlease check plan carefully against the quotation and bring up
any queries with your designer before signing both the plan & the any queries with your designer before signing both the plan & the 
quotationquotation
The cabinetry is being constructed to fit within the dimensionsThe cabinetry is being constructed to fit within the dimensions
indicated on this plan.indicated on this plan.
If for any reason during the construction process theseIf for any reason during the construction process these
dimensions change then the cabinetry may not fit as ordered.dimensions change then the cabinetry may not fit as ordered.
Please inform your Harvey Jones Designer immediately and theyPlease inform your Harvey Jones Designer immediately and they
will assess the impact on the cabinetry and layout.will assess the impact on the cabinetry and layout.
If any furniture needs to be cancelled and re-ordered or alteredIf any furniture needs to be cancelled and re-ordered or altered
on site, this will be chargeableon site, this will be chargeable

I accept this drawing as correct and place my order forI accept this drawing as correct and place my order for

new kitchen furniture as per the specification notednew kitchen furniture as per the specification noted

Signed   ......................................................Signed   ......................................................

Date  ......................................................Date  ......................................................
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  Tall Height Arbor Primed Kitchen   Tall Height Arbor Primed Kitchen 

Important Note: 

Please check plan carefully  against the quotation and bring up any queries with your
designer
before signing both the plan & the quotation

The cabinetry is being constructed to fit within the dimensions indicated on this plan.
If for any reason during the construction process these dimensions change then the
cabinetry may not fit as ordered. 
Please inform your Harvey Jones Designer immediately and they will assess the
impact on the cabinetry and layout. 
If any furniture needs to be cancelled and re-ordered or altered on site, this will be
chargeable.

Important Note: 

Please check plan carefully  against the quotation and bring up any queries with your
designer
before signing both the plan & the quotation

The cabinetry is being constructed to fit within the dimensions indicated on this plan.
If for any reason during the construction process these dimensions change then the
cabinetry may not fit as ordered. 
Please inform your Harvey Jones Designer immediately and they will assess the
impact on the cabinetry and layout. 
If any furniture needs to be cancelled and re-ordered or altered on site, this will be
chargeable.

Client & Installer Notes:

Ceiling height is as specified in frame & is taken at  lowest point in ceiling
20mm square cornice to be used
Wall cabinets are battened off wall by 21mm
All End panels are to be Plain
Extractor to be ducted by builder 
Handle positions TBC on site

Client & Installer Notes:

Ceiling height is as specified in frame & is taken at  lowest point in ceiling
20mm square cornice to be used
Wall cabinets are battened off wall by 21mm
All End panels are to be Plain
Extractor to be ducted by builder 
Handle positions TBC on site

Appliances:
 
The cabinetry will be built to suit the following appliances (see Important note below) 

Extractor - Miele DA 6698 W
Oven - Miele H 7164 BP
Hob - Miele KM 7575 FR
Fridge Freezer  - Miele KFN 29493 DE edcts
Freestanding  Dishwasher - Miele G 7310 SC  
Freestanding Washing Machine - Miele WCR 860 WPS
Sink  - TBC
Taps - TBC 

Appliances:
 
The cabinetry will be built to suit the following appliances (see Important note below) 

Extractor - Miele DA 6698 W
Oven - Miele H 7164 BP
Hob - Miele KM 7575 FR
Fridge Freezer  - Miele KFN 29493 DE edcts
Freestanding  Dishwasher - Miele G 7310 SC  
Freestanding Washing Machine - Miele WCR 860 WPS
Sink  - TBC
Taps - TBC 

Voids: 

Elevation A = 70mm
Elevation B = 20mm
Elevation C = 57mm
Elevation  D = 86mm

Voids: 

Elevation A = 70mm
Elevation B = 20mm
Elevation C = 57mm
Elevation  D = 86mm

Worktops:

Material = Stone 
Finish = TBC
Thickness = 30mm
Overhangs = 30mm

Worktops:

Material = Stone 
Finish = TBC
Thickness = 30mm
Overhangs = 30mm
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710mm Door + Frame 
610mm Aperture 
Plinth to be attached to door 

710mm Door + Frame 
610mm Aperture 
Plinth to be attached to door 
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Power and any ducting for Extractor to be in place before
installation and actioned by client’s  own builder.
Recommended width for ducting is 150mm

Power and any ducting for Extractor to be in place before
installation and actioned by client’s  own builder.
Recommended width for ducting is 150mm

Boiler
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DLDL DLDL DLDL

Power for Induction Hob to be in
place ahead of installation and
actioned by the clients own builder 

Power for Induction Hob to be in
place ahead of installation and
actioned by the clients own builder 

Power for single electric
oven to be in place ahead
of installation and actioned
by the clients own builder 

Power for single electric
oven to be in place ahead
of installation and actioned
by the clients own builder 

DL = LED Downlight power for which need to be in place before installation and actioned by client’s  own builderDL = LED Downlight power for which need to be in place before installation and actioned by client’s  own builder

Power and plumbing for
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before installation and actioned
by client’s  own builder 

Power and plumbing for
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before installation and actioned
by client’s  own builder 
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